**JOB CARD**

**Kids Bathroom**
- Pick up the floor
- Sort laundry
- Wipe sink, counter, faucets
- Clean out cabinets - get rid of trash/organize
- Sweep the floor

**Laundry Room**
- Get laundry from all rooms
- Sort into appropriate baskets
- Start load of laundry
- Put all clean clothes away
- Empty trash
- Empty lint container

**Family Room**
- Pick up the floor
- Put things away that don’t belong
- Vacuum entire floor
- Clean tv & entertainment area
- Sweep the floor
- Fluff pillows & arrange couch nicely

**Clean the fridge**
- Remove all food
- Throw away old leftovers/expired food
- Empty and wash containers
- Wipe out all drawers and shelves
- Wipe down the walls inside and outside the refrigerator
- Put all good food back in the fridge